Command-line tools are confusing and hard to use due to their cryptic error messages and lack of documentation. Novice users often resort to online help-forums for finding corrections to their buggy commands, but have a hard time in searching precisely for posts that are relevant to their problem and then applying the suggested solutions to their buggy command. We present NoFAQ, a tool that uses a set of rules to suggest possible fixes when users write buggy commands that trigger commonly occurring errors. The rules are expressed in a language called Fixit and each rule pattern-matches against the user's buggy command and corresponding error message, and uses these inputs to produce a possible fixed command. NoFAQ automatically learns Fixit rules from examples of buggy and repaired commands. We evaluate NoFAQ on two fronts. First, we use 92 benchmark problems drawn from an existing tool and show that NoFAQ is able to synthesize rules for 81 benchmark problems in real time using just 2 to 5 input-output examples for each rule. Second, we run our learning algorithm on the examples obtained through a crowd-sourcing interface and show that the learning algorithm scales to large sets of examples.
INTRODUCTION
Command-Line Interfaces (CLIs) let users interact with a computing system by writing sequences of commands. CLIs are especially Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than the author(s) must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. ESEC/FSE '17, September 4-8, 2017 , Paderborn, Germany © 2017 Copyright held by the owner/author(s). Publication rights licensed to Association for Computing Machinery. ACM ISBN 978-1-4503-5105-8/17/09. . . $15.00 https://doi.org/10.1145/3106237.3106241 popular amongst advanced computer users, who use them to perform small routine tasks such as committing a file to a repository with version control, installing software packages, compiling source code, finding and searching for files etc. Even though this mode of interaction has been supplanted by more natural graphical user interfaces for many common tasks, CLIs are still routinely used for most scripting tasks in Unix and Mac OS. Even the Windows operating system now officially provides complex command-line interfaces with products such as Windows Powershell.
Since command-line interactions often require complex parameters and flag settings to specify behavior, non-expert users find CLIs challenging to use. Moreover, after entering an incorrect command, the user has to deal with cryptic errors that are hard to decipher by just looking at the verbose text-based documentation of the commands. For these reasons, users typically resort to online help-forums for finding corrections to their buggy commands. Unfortunately, this can also be problematic as users need to precisely search for posts related to the issues with their commands and then transform the suggested solutions to apply them in their context.
What About Common Errors? Recently, TheFxxx 1 was developed to automatically address common errors when working with a CLI. If after typing a command a user receives an error message, TheFxxx uses a set of hard-coded rules to suggest possible fixes to the command. Typical fixes include adding missing flags, creating a missing directory, or changing file extensions. TheFxxx is extremely popular and, on GitHub, it has already been starred by more than 24,000 users and has been forked more than 1,200 times. Despite its success, TheFxxx has a significant limitation: to add a new rule a developer first needs to understand the syntax and precise semantics of TheFxxx and then manually hard-code the rule into the tool. Due to this, newly added rules have at times caused non-terminating or unexpected behaviors 2 .
Synthesizing Rules From Examples Inspired by the success and limitations of TheFxxx, we built NoFAQ (No more Frequently Asked Questions), which also uses a set of rules for fixing common errors, but it differs from TheFxxx in the following key aspects: (1) Rules are encoded in a declarative domain-specific language (DSL) called Fixit. (2) New rules are automatically synthesized from crowd-sourced examples of buggy and repaired commands. NoFAQ is used by novice programmers, who query it for suggestions for common errors (Figure 1) , and by expert programmers, who contribute examples of fixes for commands for which users asked for hints, but NoFAQ did not have a suitable rule ( Figure 2 ). Unlike TheFxxx, NoFAQ can add rules in a completely unsupervised fashion and does not require contributor access to source code or know a complex framework. In fact, while TheFxxx only consists of fewer than 100 rules in a little over 1 year, NoFAQ already contains hundreds of rules and constantly learns new ones.
The Fixit DSL for encoding fix rules is inspired by the types of rules appearing in TheFxxx and by common command repairs requested by users on help-forums. A Fixit rule first uses pattern matching and unification to match the command and error message, and then applies a fix transformation if the match succeeds. The transformations consist of substring and append functions on strings present in the command and error message.
We present an algorithm that efficiently synthesizes Fixit rules consistent with a given set of input-output examples using a Versionspace Algebra (VSA) [12] . VSA-based synthesis techniques are used to succinctly represent the set of all expressions that are consistent with a set of examples [7] . Even though existing VSA data structures can represent an exponential number of Fixit rules in polynomial space, this space can still be quite large. To address this problem we introduce lazy version-space algebra, which is inspired from Plotkin's [22] work on using least general generalization for unifying two logical predicates. Given a set of examples, our algorithm maintains a lazy representation of a subset of all Fixit rules consistent with the examples. The missing rules are only enumerated when necessary-i.e., when a new input-output example can only be accounted for by adding a Fixit rule that is not already present in the version-space. Because of the careful design of Fixit, our synthesis algorithm has a polynomial time complexity. In contrast, existing VSA-based synthesis techniques for string transformations require exponential time [7] . The polynomial time complexity is crucial, allowing our synthesis algorithm to scale to a large number of fix examples.
We evaluate the synthesis algorithm implemented in NoFAQ on 92 benchmark problems obtained from both TheFxxx (76) and online help-forums (16) . NoFAQ is able to learn the repair rules for 81 of the buggy commands in these benchmark problems from only 2 to 5 input-output examples each. We also evaluate the algorithm on crowd-sourced examples and show that, on average, we process a new example in less than .37 seconds. 
Contributions summary:
(1) NoFAQ, a tool for learning rules for fixing common errors using crowd-sourced examples ( § 3) (2) Fixit, a domain-specific language for encoding rules that map a command and an error message to possible fixed commands (3) A sound and complete polynomial time synthesis algorithm for Fixit rules based on lazy version-space algebra ( § 4 and § 5). (4) A qualitative and quantitative evaluation of the synthesis algorithm on 92 benchmarks obtained from both TheFxxx and online help-forums ( § 6).
MOTIVATING EXAMPLES
We first present the main ideas behind NoFAQ using concrete examples appearing in TheFxxx system.
Adding Missing File Extension
Novice Java programmers are likely to encounter the following error when accidentally passing a class name instead of a source code file to the javac compiler:
cmd1: javac Employee err1: Class names, 'Employee', are only accepted if annotation processing is explicitly requested A novice user, who does not know how to proceed, can use the NoFAQ interface to ask for a fix. If no fix is available, NoFAQ will add this input to the ones for which crowd-sourcing is needed. A seasoned programmer who uses the crowd-sourcing interface of NoFAQ ( Figure 2 ) would immediately recognize the problem and add the extension .java at the end of the input file. The first part of the rule (i.e., up to the symbol →) pattern-matches against the command and the error message and binds the input strings to corresponding variables, which are then used by the second part of the rule to produce the output. In this case the Sub(0, 0, ε, .java, Var(1)) expression extracts the complete string associated with Var(1) (a start index of 0 and an end index of 0 denotes the identity string extraction), and then prepends the string ε at the beginning, and appends the string .java at the end. If another user submits a query for a similar mistake, NoFAQ will be able to provide a suggestion for it using this rule ( Figure 1 ).
Extracting Complex Substrings
In the following example, a user trying to move a picture from one location to another gets the following error message, which is addressed in NoFAQ with the proper fix.
Given this example and another similar one, NoFAQ synthesizes the following rule. Fstr(mv), Sub(0, 0, ε, ε, Var(1)), Sub(0, 0, ε, ε, Var(2))]
The second expression in the output extracts the directory namei.e., the substring that starts at index 0 and ends at the index of first occurrence of the character /. The rule also adds a string && at the end of the extracted string to sequence the two output commands.
THE NOFAQ SYSTEM
In this section, we briefly describe the NoFAQ system and the ways users interact with it. NoFAQ is structured as a web app with three main sections: 1) a section that allows users to request suggestions on how to fix erroneous commands, 2) a section that allows skilled users to contribute example fixes to previously requested commands, and 3) a section that allows users to view existing examples of fixes. We describe the features of the three sections and how they interact with our synthesis algorithm.
To request a fix, a user simply enters an erroneous command with the corresponding error. If NoFAQ has already learned some rules matching the input, the corresponding outputs are presented to the user (Figure 1 ). 3 The user can decide to upvote some fix or flag some of the suggested fixes as bad ones. If no rule matches, or the user clicks that none of the suggestions was helpful, the command and error are added to the set of inputs for which we need to crowd-source an example fix. Skilled users can then use the second section to contribute fixes to such inputs.
In the second section, a user is prompted with a random input for which NoFAQ currently does not have a fix. The user can 1) provide a fix for it, 2) ask NoFAQ to provide a different random input, or 3) flag the input as not fixable (e.g., there is not enough information to provide a meaningful fix). If two users provide the same fix for a given input, the example is added to the database of NoFAQ and is used by our synthesis algorithm to learn new rules.
In the third section, users can see random examples of fixes provided by other users and upvote some fix or flag some fixes as bad ones. This mechanism mitigates the problem of malicious users trying to provide bad fixes. To further address the problem, we also use a blacklisting mechanism to remove all inputs and fixes that contain profanity or typical bad fixes like rm -rf /*.
SYNTHESISING RULES IN NOFAQ
In this section, we first describe Fixit, a domain-specific language for expressing repair rules and then present an algorithm for synthesising Fixit rules from examples.
The Fixit Language
The syntax of Fixit is presented in Figure 3 . The Fixit language is designed to be expressive enough to capture most of the rules we found in TheFxxx and in online help-forums, but also concise enough to enable efficient learning from examples.
General structure Each Fixit program is a rule of the form match cmd and err → f ix that takes as input a commands cmd and an errors er r and either produces a fixed command or the undefined value ⊥. The inputs s cmd ands er r are lists of strings that are obtained by extracting all space-separated strings appearing in the input command and error message respectively. The output fix produced by the rule is also a list of strings. From now on, we assume that the inputs and outputs are lists of strings that do not contain space characters.
A rule has 3 components: 1) A list of match expressions cmd = [m 1 , · · · , m l ] used to pattern match against the input command s cmd . 2) A list of match expressions err = [m 1 , · · · , m k ] used to pattern match against the input error messages er r . 3) A list of fix expressions f ix = [f 1 , · · · , f n ] to produce the new fixed command.
Match expressions A match expression m is either of the form Str(s) denoting a constant string s or of the form Var-Match(i, l, r ). A Var-Match(i, l, r ) expression denotes a variable index i and requires the matched string to start with the prefix l and end with the suffix r . We assume that no two variable expressions appearing in the match expression have the same index. When a list of match expressions [m 1 , · · · , m l ] is applied to a list of stringss = [s 1 , . . . , s l ] with the same length l, it generates a partial function σ : N → Σ * that assigns variables appearing in the match expressions to the corresponding strings in the input. For example, evaluating the expression Fix expressions A fix expression f is either of the form Fstr(s) denoting the constant output string s, or of the form Sub(p L , p R , s l , s r , Var(i)) denoting a function that is applied to the string s i matched by the variable Var(i). This function outputs the string s l · m · s r , where · denotes the string concatenation operator and m = substr(s, j L , j R ) where j L and j R are the indices resulting from respectively evaluating the position expressions p L and p R on the string s. Here, given a string s = a 0 . . . a n , the expression substr(s, j L , j R ) denotes the string a j L . . . a j R −1 if j L , j R ≤ n + 1 and the undefined value ⊥ otherwise. Notice that, unlike previous VSA-based languages [7] , Fixit does not allow binary recursive concatenation. Prohibiting this enables polynomial time synthesis.
Positions expressions A position expression p can either be a constant or a symbolic position. A constant position expression Ip(k), which denotes the index k if k is positive and the index |s | + k if k is negative. If k = 0, this expression evaluates to 0 when evaluated for p L (i.e., the starting index of the substring) and to |s | when evaluated for p R , where |s | denotes the length of the string s. For example, in the function Sub(Ip(0), Ip(0), ε, ε, Var(1)), where σ (1) = File, the first constant position evaluates to the index 0, while the second constant position evaluates to the index |File| = 4. A symbolic position expression Cp(c, k, δ ), which denotes the result of applying an offset δ to the index of the k-th occurrence of the character c in s if k is positive, and the result of applying an offset δ to the index of the k-th to last occurrence of the character c in s if k is negative. For example, given the string www.google.com, the expression Cp(., 1, −2) denotes the index 2 (two positions before the first dot), while the expression Cp(., −1, 2) denotes the index 12 (two positions after the last dot). This operator is novel and can express operations that are not supported by previous VSA-based work. In particular, FlashFill [7] only allows the extraction of the exact position of a character and not positions in its proximity. Despite this additional capability, Fixit programs can be synthesized in polynomial time.
Comparison with FlashFill DSL At the top-level, Fixit consists of match expressions over commands and error messages, which perform pattern-matching and unification of variables with strings. This form of matching and unification is not expressible in FlashFill, so we cannot use it to learn the fix rules directly. However, we can use FlashFill as a subroutine to learn string transformations corresponding to expressions similar to Sub expressions in NoFAQ. However, the FlashFill DSL has two major limitations: 1) No support for offsets from regular expression matches in computing position expressions (in contrast to Fixit's Cp(c, k, δ ) operator), and 2) A finite hard-coded token set for regular expressions (e.g. no support for constant character tokens). Moreover, as described in 
Synthesizing Rules from Examples
In this section we describe our algorithm for synthesizing a single Fixit rule from a set of examples of concrete command fixes.
The algorithm for learning a single Fixit rule is described in Figure 5 ; it takes as input a list of examples E = [e 1 , . . . , e n ] where each example e i is a triple of the form (s cmd ,s er r ,s f ix ) and outputs a symbolically represented set of Fixit rules R consistent with E-i.e., for every rule r ∈ R and example e i = (s cmd ,s er r ,s f ix ), the rule r outputss f ix on the input (s cmd ,s er r ). The algorithm processes one input example at a time, and after processing the first i examples E i = [e 1 , . . . , e i ] the algorithm has computed a set of rules R i consistent with E i . We use ⊥ to denote the undefined result. If at any point our algorithm returns ⊥, there is no Fixit rule that is consistent with the given set of examples.
Symbolic Representation of Multiple Rules.
As there can be exponentially many rules consistent with the input examples, we adopt a symbolic representation of the set R that is guaranteed to have polynomial size. Our synthesis algorithm takes as input a list of examples E and outputs a symbolic rule of the form match cmd and err → s f ixes, where cmd and err are lists of expressions that can consist of either constants or variables, and f ixes = [f 1 , . . . , f m ] is a list of expressions that symbolically represents a set of outputs consistent with the examples E. Formally, each f i in f ixes is either a constant expression Fstr(s) for some s, or a set of substring expressions {su 1 , . . . , su k }, where each su i is of the form Sub(p L , p R , s l , s r , Var(j)). Intuitively, if we replace each set with one of the fix expressions it contains, we obtain a Fixit rule. If each f i contains k elements, this symbolic representation models k n programs using an expression of size kn.
Lazy Rule
Representation. The core element of our algorithm is a lazy representation of the rules that represents match and fix expressions as constants for as long as possible-i.e., until a new example shows that some parts of the rule cannot be constants. Lazy representation reduces the number of variable expressions, in turn reducing the number of substring expressions to be considered. We illustrate the idea with a concrete example. Say we are given the two examples shown in Figure 4a and 4b. After processing the first example, our algorithm synthesizes the Fixit rule in Figure 4c in which every match expression and every fix expression is a constant. However, since we have only seen one example, we do not yet know whether some expression appearing in the match should actually be a variable match expression or whether some (1) element in the fix expression should actually be a function of some variable. The main idea is that any of these possibilities can still be "recovered" when a new example shows that indeed a variable is needed. Using this, we maintain each expression as a constant until a new example shows that some expression cannot actually be a constant. This is exactly what happens when processing the input example in Figure 4b . At this point in order to find a rule that is consistent with both examples we need to introduce a variable match as the second expression of the command match, and some function application as the second element of the fix. To do so, our algorithm applies the following operations to the previously computed rule.
(1) All match expressions that cannot be constants are "promoted" to variable match expressions (making sure that all variable names are unique), which match on the longest shared prefix and suffix of all previously seen values at that position. The following table illustrates the idea for the case in which we try to unify the command cmd2 in Figure 4b with the matching part of the already computed rule in Figure 4c . (2) All the fix expressions that cannot be constants are "promoted"
to Sub expressions that are consistent with the current examples and are allowed to use the variables which appear in the match expressions.
The second rule in Figure 4 (d) reflects this update. The figure also shows how multiple Sub expressions are represented symbolically as a set. We describe all of these components in detail in the next section. This new notion of lazy VSA is crucial in our domain in which the input examples can be large. However, the technique is general and can also be applied to improve other VSA based synthesizers such as FlashFill [7] . r ≡ (match cmd and err → s f ixes) every concrete rule represented by r behaves correctly. RefineRule executes two main steps using the following functions. The function FindVariables tries to unify the inputss cmd and s er r with the corresponding match expressions cmd and err in the symbolic rule r and generates new variable match expressions if necessary-i.e., when r contains a matching expression Str(s) but the corresponding component in the example is a string different from s. In this case, a Var-Match(i, l, r ) expression is generated such that i is a new variable name, and l and r are the longest prefix and suffix shared by s, respectively. When FindVariables is presented with a news cmd ors er r after a constant match expression has been 'promoted' to a Var-Match(i, l, r ) expression, the prefix and suffix are updated accordingly. FindVariables determines the longest prefix r ′ and suffix l ′ of l and r , respectively, that is consistent with the appropriate component of the new example, and generates Var-Match(i, l ′ , r ′ ).
The function SynthFix uses the variables computed in the previous step to synthesize all possible fix expressions that are consistent with the list of examples {(s cmd ,s er r ,s f ix )} :: E. To simplify variable naming and guarantee unique names, each variable has the index of the corresponding element in the input-i.e., Var(i) denotes the i-th string in the lists cmd @s er r obtained by concatenating the command and error input lists. Substring expressions During its computation, the function Syn-thFix has to compute the set of all substrings consistent with the current variables detected by the lazy VSA and the current examples. Figure 5 omits the formal definition of this function due to space limitations, but we describe its main components. Given an example e = (s cmd ,s er r ,s f ix ), a set of variable names V , and the index i corresponding to the element of the output sequence we are trying to synthesize, the algorithm computes the set of all substring expressions of the form f un = Sub(p L , p R , s l , s r , Var(j)) that are consistent with e such that the result of applying f un to the j-th string ins cmd @s er r is the i-th string ins f ix . Let's assume that |s cmd | + |s er r | = n I , |s f ix | = n O , and n L is the length of the longest string appearing in any of the three lists in the input example. To compute the set AllSubstrings(e, V , i) we iterate over all variable indices and for each variable index j ∈ V we do the following. (3) For each k 1 (resp. k 2 ) compute every position expression p 1 (resp. p 2 ) such that evaluating p 1 (resp. p 2 ) on s j produces the index k 1 (resp. k 2 ) -O(n K ) possible positions. (4) For each of these possibilities yield the expression Sub(p 1 , p 2 , l, r, Var(j)) where l and r are such thats f ix [i] = l · substr(s j , k 1 , k 2 ) · r .
AllSubstrings produces a set of expressions that in the worst case has size O(n I n 5 K ). If we restrict the offset component δ to only range over the values {−1, 0, 1} for the symbolic expressions Cp(c, i, δ ), the size reduces to O(n I n 3 K ), and the synthesis algorithm is still sound and complete for this fragment of Fixit.
This last restriction of the language can capture all the rules we are interested in. Notice that this analysis still holds in the extreme case in which all input matches are variable expressions of the form Var-Match(i, ε, ε). In our experiments on real-world commands, worst-case performance is uncommon, and is induced by substring operations over heterogeneous strings which yield many possible implementations. Consider the following two examples. Key point At this point we are ready to explain why all the match expressions can be kept as constants for as long as possible. If after processing a set of examples E, some expression in cmd or err is of the form Str(s i ), then, for every input example, the value of the i-th component is the string s i . Therefore, even if we replace this expression with a variable, all its instantiations will have the same values. Consequently, every function of the form Sub(p 1 , p 2 , l, r, Var(i)) will produce a constant output, making it equivalent to the some constant function Fstr(s ′ ).
Avoiding redundancy We discuss further improvements that make our symbolic rule representation more succinct. In the set of fix expressions enumerated by the function AllSubstrings, the last three components of the expression Sub(p 1 , p 2 , l, r, Var(j)) are often repeated many times. Looking at Figure 4d we can see how all the synthesized functions have l = r = ε and are applied to the variable Var(1). We define a data structure for representing sets of fix expressions that avoids these repetitions. A set of fix expressions is represented symbolically using a partial function d : N → (Σ * × Σ * ) → Set(P × P) where P is the set of all position expressions. Formally, given a variable index i and two strings l and r , the set d(i, l, r ) symbolically represents the set of fix expressions {Sub(p 1 , p 2 , l, r , Var(i)) | (p 1 , p 2 ) ∈ d(i, l, r )}. The function d can be efficiently implemented and avoids redundancy. Considering again the example rule in Figure 4d , the fix expressions in the second component of the output can be succinctly represented by the function d that is only defined on the input (1, ε, ε) such that d(1, ε, ε) = {(Ip(0), Ip(−5)), (Ip(0), Cp(., 1, 0)), (Ip(0), Cp(., −1, 0))}.
Concrete Outputs
Taking into account the updated data structures, the algorithm SynthRules returns a symbolic rule r of the form 
Synthesizing Multiple Rules
The algorithm we presented can synthesize all rules consistent with a set of examples in polynomial time. In practice, no single rule will be able to match all the examples gathered by the system. Instead, different examples will correspond to different rules-e.g., a rule for inserting .java, or a rule for moving directories. Here, we briefly describe how the algorithm presented in In particular, for every subset E ′ ⊆ E, SynthRules(E ′ ) = r and r ⊥, then r ∈ R. When a new example e is added, we iterate over all rules r ∈ R and use the RefineRule function to see whether each r can be modified to add e. If that's the case, the new rule is added to the system. When bad examples are flagged by the users, we remove all rules that contained the problematic example. In the worst case, there can be exponentially many subsets of E for which some consistent rule exists and our data structure can blow-up. As shown in Section 6, this happens infrequently in practice.
FORMAL PROPERTIES
We study the formal properties of the synthesis algorithm presented in Figure 5 and of the language Fixit. First, our synthesis algorithm is invariant with respect to the order in which the training examples are presented. Thus, the properties of a symbolic rule generated by SynthRules, can be discussed solely in terms of the set of examples provided to SynthRules. Second, the synthesis algorithm produces only rules that are consistent with the input examples. If we select an arbitrary concrete rule r from the set specified by a symbolic rule generated by SynthRules, and run it on the command and error of any of the examples provided to SynthRules for the synthesis of r , we will obtain the fix originally provided in that example.
Theorem 5.2 (Soundness). Given a list of examples E, for every rule r ∈ con(SynthRules(E)) and for every example (s cmd ,s er r ,s f ix ) ∈ E, r (s cmd ,s er r ) =s f ix .
Since parts of the match expressions are "promoted" to variables only when the input examples show that this is required, our synthesis algorithm does not explicitly keep track of all the possible rules that can be consistent with the examples.
Our completeness result reflects this idea. Namely, the symbolic rule generated by an execution of SynthRules on a set of examples E implicitly encodes all Fixit rules consistent with E in the following sense: either a rule r can be directly obtained via the concretization operator con, or there exists an example e which can be added to E to induce the creation of more symbolic variables. After adding e, r can be obtained by concretizing the symbolic rule. Theorem 5.3 (Completeness). Given a non-empty set of examples E, for every Fixit rule r that is consistent with E, either r ∈ con(SynthRules(E)) or there exists an example e such that r ∈ con(SynthRules(e :: E)).
IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
We now describe the implementation details of NoFAQ, as well as our experimental evaluation of NoFAQ on a set of examples and test cases taken from TheFxxx and web forums.
Implementation
The NoFAQ web interface is implemented as a JavaScript and HTML webiste which uses AJAX calls to communicate with the synthesis server. We implemented the language Fixit and its synthesis algorithm in F# together with the following additional optimizations. Since, for each symbolic rule, there can be multiple possible expressions in Fixit that are consistent with the examples, we employ a simple and natural ranking technique to select an expression amongst them. If there are multiple Sub expressions that can generate the desired output string, we select the expression that uses the variable with the lowest index-i.e., the leftmost one. Similarly, the l and r included in Var-Match expressions implicitly encode all rules matching on prefixes and suffixes of l and r , respectively. We choose the expression with the longest l and r .
Controlled Evaluation
We first assess the expressiveness of NoFAQ by evaluating it on a benchmark suite that includes the rules in the tool TheFxxx. We then evaluate its performance and scalability on additional benchmarks obtained from our web interface. The timing experiments were run on an Intel Core i7 4.00GHz CPU with 8 GB of RAM. We present both qualitative and quantitative analysis of the evaluation.
Qualitative Evaluation.
In this section, we evaluate the expressiveness of Fixit and the accuracy of our synthesis algorithms on a selected set of benchmarks. We compiled our benchmark suite from an initial set of 92 benchmarks, which were collected from both TheFxxx (76) and online help forums (16) . Since rules in The-Fxxx can use arbitrary Python code, it is hard to exactly compare them to the ones learned by NoFAQ. We use manual testing to check that a rule r generated by NoFAQ is consistent with a rule r ′ in The-Fxxx. To do so, we manually constructed a set of examples based on the pattern-matching and textual substitutions performed by the TheFxxx rules. The other 16 example sets were obtained from examples found on command-line help forums on the web. These commands consist of various types of git, svn, and mvn commands, including committing, reverting, and deleting from repositories, as well as installing and removing packages. These 92 sets of examples are also the ones we used to bootstrap an initial set of rules in our web interface. Cumulatively, we provided 168 examples.
For each repair rule, we observed that it was natural to provide 2 to 5 examples per benchmark for NoFAQ to uniquely learn the rule. We also provided additional examples for manually testing the learned rules, yielding a set of 3 to 8 examples. While these examples are synthetic examples reverse engineered from other sources, they are also natural examples, exercising the range of e.g. parameters, paths and file names one would expect to see in real Unix systems. In the case of the repaired command in Section 2.2, the natural twoexample set would consist of two distinct directory names which do not share prefixes and suffixes, as well as filenames with distinct prefixes and extensions. For example, we used the two examples in Figure 4 and another example with the file name Employee.java.
Results
We provided all collected examples to NoFAQ and our algorithm synthesized 108 rules, each consistent with some subset of the examples. In this count, if there was a rule r learned from a set of examples S and rule r ′ learned from a set S ′ ⊂ S, we only consider the rule r as it is more precise than the rule r ′ . We then performed a leave-one-out analysis to asses whether the learned rules generalized. For each example e = (s cmd ,s er r ,s f ix ), we only considered the rules learned without using e and checked how many rules applied to the input (s cmd ,s er r ) and whether one of those rules produced the correct outputs f ix .
For 69 of the 92 sets, regardless of what example e we left out of each set, only one of the learned rules matched the input of e and it always produced the correct output. For 12 out of 92 sets, regardless of what example e we left out of each set, multiple rules matched the input of e and at least one gave the fix in the example e. These are commands for which multiple fixes are possible and for which the system provides multiple suggestions. For 11 sets, no rule was learned that could generalize to the example left out. In summary, if we omit the constant rules that only matched a single example, NoFAQ could learn rules that collectively provided the intended suggestions for 81 of the example sets.
In some cases, for the same example set corresponding to a single TheFxxx rule, we had to synthesize more than one Fixit rule to capture the different possible behaviors of a single rule in TheFxxx. For example, one can try adding 'sudo' in front of a command for several possible errors such as "Command not found", "You don't have the permission" etc. These are the cases in which more than 3 examples were given and NoFAQ generated a separate rule for each possible error message.
We now discuss the 11 TheFxxx rules that Fixit could not learn to generalize. Two rules were checking complex properties of the input that Fixit cannot capture. For example, Fixit cannot check whether the error message contains some special character. Fixit's conditional matching is limited to whole string or prefix/suffix matching, and thus cannot check if e.g. a file name contains a nonunicode whitespace character. Fixit also cannot check whether some string in the input command is repeated more than once. Eight rules had hard-coded operations that were searching some context (the file system, a configuration file, etc.) for specific strings to complete the output. Fixit only receives as inputs the command and the error message, and the rules currently cannot use any context drawn from e.g. file system or OS state. The remaining rule was both checking complex properties of the input and using context. Finding ways to use context is an interesting research direction, but there might be privacy issues for getting access to user's context such as the directory contents.
Distribution of rule sizes
We define the size of an expression such ass cmd ,s er r , ands f ix as the number of strings present in it. The distribution of the size of the benchmarks in terms of the sizes of thes cmd ,s er r , ands f ix tuples in input-output examples is shown in Figure 6 . Note that we do not show two benchmarks in the graph with disproportionately highs er r expression size of 110 for clarity and we do not show the constant rules that were learned from a single example. Ranking Consistent with our hypothesis in Section 6.1, a diverse set of 2 to 3 examples was sufficient for eliminating spurious restrictions and substring expressions. In every test case, the rule chosen by our ranking was capable of correcting the held-out test cases. In practice, many rules still have several possible correct Sub expressions. However, this remaining ambiguity occurs because the same string can appear many times in the command and error message (e.g., the string Employee in the example in Section 2.1).
Quantitative Evaluation.
We evaluate the performance of our synthesis algorithm with and without lazy VSA.
Evaluation of lazy VSA synthesis time In this experiment, we also consider the examples collected from our web interface. In Figure 7 our online tool. These examples yield a total of 1257 rules. The nonlazy representation always considers match and fix expressions as variables, rather than initially starting with constants. The lazy VSA takes an average of .37 seconds to process each individual example and took, in the worst case, 9.2 seconds to process an individual example. The non-lazy VSA takes an average of 1.0 seconds to process each individual example and took, in the worst case, 23.6 seconds to process an individual example. The widest difference between processing times for a single example was 16.9 seconds. Therefore, the non-lazy VSA incurs a significant overhead, and scales much worse than the lazy version. In summary, the lazy VSA strictly outperforms non-lazy VSA and can handle much larger sets of examples, a crucial requirement for our online application. Since we expect many more examples to be added to NoFAQ, a speed up of tens of seconds for synthesis-intensive examples is of critical importance, as maintaining high throughput ensures new rules are made visible as soon as possible.
Scalability of synthesis algorithm with example size Since all real-world examples we collected are relatively of small size (with maximum size of 116 space-separated strings), we evaluate the scalability of the SynthRules algorithm by creating artificial examples of increasing sizes. We create these artificial examples by repeating thes cmd ,s er r , ands f ix commands multiple times for the example shown in Section 2.1. The synthesis times are shown in Figure 8 . From the graph, we observe that the synthesis times scale in a quadratic fashion with respect to the example size.
Live Deployment
We deployed a publicly available live version of NoFAQ. We received 1721 queries asking for ways to fix commands, and 496 contributed fixes to queries for which we did not have an answer. During this first deployment, a fraction of users was malicious and started posting meaningless queries as well as proposing "bad" fixes: one user proposed rm -rf / as a fix to many of the commands. We therefore introduced vetting mechanisms such as down-voting and blacklisting and these types of examples quickly disappeared.
Users are enthusiastic and have been contributing interesting examples. For example, the tool learned how to fix a command of the form "find -name 'test*'." by moving the dot before -name, as find expects the paths to search to come before other arguments, this is corrected with "find . -name 'test*'". To our surprise, the tool has also learned how to fix typos and generalize flag names in interesting ways. For example, after being presented with various misspellings like "gti status" or "gitt status", the tool isolated a rule which maps commands that start with 'g'and are followed by 'status'to "git status". Concerning external validity, since we do not know the identity and skills of our contributors, the corpus of crowd-sourced examples might not be representative of the kind of mistakes users make in the real world. Specifically, NoFAQ is capable of correcting mistakes for which enough of the necessary context can be extracted from the command and error message. Usage of StackOverflow, however indicates that users do in fact encounter such errors with common commands such as java [11] , find [3] , and mkdir [1] . In the case of the java command, users were invoking the Java runtime with the name of the source or class file, rather than the class to run; this problem was common enough that Oracle saw fit to include it in their official documentation [19] . We developed a web interface for NoFAQ to collect a large number of examples that will over time be more representative of the repairs needed by real users.
Threats to Validity

RELATED WORK
Version-space algebra (VSA) for synthesis The concept of VSA was first introduced by Mitchell [18] in the context of machine learning and was later used by Lau et al. to learn programs from demonstrations in SmartEdit [12] . It has since been used for many PBE systems from various domains including syntactic string transformations in FlashFill [6] , table transformations [8, 27] , number transformations [26] , text extraction from semi-structured text files in FlashExtract [13] , and transformation of semi-structured spreadsheets to relational tables in FlashRelate [2] . Our synthesis algorithm also uses VSA to succinctly represent a large set of conforming expressions. However, in contrast to previous approaches that represent all conforming expressions concretely and refine via intersection, our synthesis algorithm maintains a lazy representation of rules and concretizes the choices only when needed. Moreover, NoFAQ's carefully designed DSL operators and VSA yield a polynomial time synthesis algorithm, unlike the exponential time algorithms of previous approaches.
In particular, it is illustrative to compare the FlashFill DSL with Fixit. While, like Fixit, FlashFill synthesizes string manipulations from input-output examples, specific performance properties make it less suitable for learning from large sample sets. FlashFill scales poorly as the error messages increase in length, which is a common occurrence for our benchmarks. Other limitations, namely the lack of an offset operator in position expressions and support for finite hard-coded regular expression tokens make FlashFill unsuitable for learning Sub expressions. Moreover, FlashFill's binary concatenation operator is represented using a DAG structure for a given example, The DAG is intersected to find consistent expressions for a set of examples, yielding an exponential time algorithm. Fixit instead possesses unary string operations constrained to specific variable terms. The Fixit language is disjoint from FlashFill DSL, and is expressive enough to enable practical command repairs while also admitting a polynomial time synthesis algorithm.
The concept of Lazy VSA is related to the least general generalization from inductive learning [21, 22] where constants are promoted to variables on a by need basis. Our approach is more general than [21, 22] since it also allows predicates over the matched variables (i.e., prefix and suffix matching).
Programming by Examples (PBE) PBE has been an active research area in the AI and HCI communities from a long time [16] . In addition to VSA-based data wrangling [7] , PBE systems have recently been developed for various domains including interactive synthesis of parsers [15] , synthesis of functional programs over algebraic data types [4, 20] , program refactorings [23] , data structure manipulations [28] , and network policies [30] . NoFAQ also learns repair rules from few input-output examples of buggy and fixed commands, but both our problem domain of learning command repairs and the learning techniques of using lazy VSA are different from these PBE systems.
Program repair Research in automated program repair focuses on automatically changing incorrect programs to make them meet a desired specification [5] . The main challenge is efficiently searching the space of all programs to find one that behaves correctly. The most prominent search techniques are enumerative or data-driven. GenProg uses genetic programming in the hope of converging to a correct version [14] . Data-driven approaches use the large amount of code that is publicly available online to synthesize likely changes to the input program [24, 29] . Prophet [17] is a patch generation system that learns a probabilistic application-independent model of correct code from a set of successful human patches. Unlike these techniques that learn a global model of code repair across different applications, our technique learns command-specific repairs by observing how expert users fix their buggy commands -i.e., from both the incorrect command the user started with (together with the error message) and the correct command she wrote as a fix.
Crowdsourced Repairs HelpMeOut is a social recommender system that helps novice users facing programming errors by showing examples of how other programmers have corrected similar errors [9] . Unlike NoFAQ, HelpMeOut only shows related examples, and cannot apply learned information to generate new repairs. Refazer learns syntactic program transformations from examples [25] . MistakeBrowser uses Refazer to learn ways to fix incorrect programs in introductory programming assignments [10] . Transformations are learned from examples of students' bug fixes and used to help subsequent students who encounter mistakes that are similar to those seen in the past. When compared to NoFAQ, Mistake-Browser does not have strong theoretical guarantees and targets a different domain with different of challenges. In particular, Refazer cannot learn string manipulations, only AST transformations.
TheFxxx provides a Python interface for writing substitution and repair rules, requiring skills not necessarily posessed by novice CLI users, particularly if a correction requires non-trivial string operations. Like FlashFill, we aim to emulate the workflow of nontechnical users communicating with experts on web forums. For a command line novice, Python string manipulations may be challenging, and an incorrectly transformed command can be catastrophic. In a situation where a non-expert desires a new TheFxxx rule, they may provide an example of several command/error pairs, and the fix for each, from which an expert would write the desired Python code. NoFAQ shortens this loop by moving the fix synthesis into a polynomial time algorithm on the user's machine.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
We presented a tool NoFAQ that suggests possible fixes to common error-triggering commands by learning from examples of how experts fix such issues. Our language design walks a fine line between expressiveness and performance: by careful choice of unary operators over pre-defined variables, and exclusion of arbitrary substring operations, we avoid exponential-time worst case performance, while still maintaining a useful degree of functionality. NoFAQ was able to instantly synthesize 85% of the rules appearing in the popular repair tool TheFxxx and 16 other rules from online help forums. Moreover, our web version of NoFAQ is constantly receiving new queries and example repairs from users around the world. Although NoFAQ is aimed towards repairing commands, we believe our novel combination of synthesis and rule-based program repair is quite general and is applicable in many other domains as well. We plan to to apply this methodology to more complex tasks, such as correcting syntax errors in source code, applying code optimizations, and editing configuration files.
